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Changes: Forty years of Art Practice

To create one’s own world takes courage
            Georgia O’Keeffe

Pretty soon now you’re gonna get older
Time may change me
But I can’t trace time

I said that time may change me
But I can’t trace time 

            David Bowie

Both as students in the ’70’s and mature artists today, it is the 
creative process that continues to be the bridge connecting 
these artists to their artwork, and to each other and to the 
world.

Change is the key rational of this exhibition, the title refers to 
David Bowie’s song, Changes a song about change and 
passing time, it also refers to an artist defying one’s critics and 
embarking on one’s own artistic reinvention and belief in their 
art practice. 

This is showcased in the exhibiting artists who since 
graduating in the late 70’s from Queensland College of Art 
have made and continue to make strong contributions to the 
wider community through their knowledge skill and passion. 

This exhibition is a testament to persistent creative activity 
and the ‘changes and developments’ throughout their artistic 
careers. 

Dennis McCart
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Jacki Archibald

Studied Fine Art at the College of Art, 
Seven Hills, Brisbane, between the years 
of 1976–1978

EARLY ARTWORK

My personal response to artistic change 
is revealed in this Art College painting 
‘Reflection’1976 with my connections to 
corporate life at that time
as compared to recent work showing 
humanity more integral with nature. 
What has always remained
constant is a sense of place using painterly 
colour and form. During this time my 
time at art college my natural curiosity 
drove me to explore the creative process 
with various diverse directions.

CURRENT PRACTICE

I returned to painting mostly around 10 years ago. Since discovering Encaustic-Wax 
5 years I have developing various techniques using this ancient & versatile medium 
with a contemporary  feel. I realise as I continue to mature with painting, my 
expressive style remains the same as 40 years ago and it has given me a real sense of 
belonging.

‘Jack in the Green’ 2017 continues my mixed media journey using waxy organic 
forms combined with figure drawing taking on a personal and ambiguous view. It 
is typical of my vision where an emotional soul inhabits bringing an inner life to 
my painting. I allow spontaneous discoveries to appear in the landscape to develop 
a certain mystery such as this English ‘Green Man’ myth  “An icon for respect for 
our beautiful country and its past but also perhaps a unifying champion for the 
upcoming environmental battle for its future” - T.L.Coltham

‘Salt of the Earth’ 2014 was the first for a series of work using Encaustic-Wax. It is 
also a metaphor for the ‘Ebb & Flow’ of life and 
revealed much about where my heart lies.

www.jackiarchibald.com

ABOVE  Reflection 1976 
acrylic on canvas

137 x 162cm
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ABOVE  Jack in the Green 2017
encaustic wax

124 x 124cm

ABOVE  Salt of the Earth 2014
encaustic wax

40 x 40cm
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Randell Armitage

Studied Fine Art at the College of Art, Seven 
Hills, Brisbane, between the years of 1976–
1979

University of Tasmania, Tasmanian College of 
the Arts 1980 -81

EARLY ARTWORK

Studying Fine Art at the College of Art, 
Seven Hills, Brisbane, between the years of 
1976–1979 was important phase in my artistic 
career. Painting and printing were my major 
mediums of visual communication at this time and continued into lithographic 
printing techniques and paper making while attending the Tasmanian College of the 
Arts. At that time, I was interested in exploring and presenting important political 
issues such as nuclear war and its consequences.

CURRENT PRACTICE

My current art practice investigates mixing various media, metal, print, paint 
whatever. I am ‘image driven’ this often dictates my choice of media. I explore a 
surreal visual language using elements derived primarily from my own imagery.

I am the Social Chairman of the Wynnum Manly Yacht Club and the coordinator 
of the Wynnum Manly Yacht Club Art Competition 2016, 2017 an event I ‘floated’ 
which focuses on nautical art.

I am an active member of the Art from The Margins Brisbane Festival Exhibition 
AFTM has been instrumental in bridging the gap between artists living in isolation, 
the public and the wider community. AFTM supports and promotes the work of 
artists living with adversity, mental health issues, physical or intellectual disabilities, 
and homelessness. I am always working on artistic projects many of them 
indeterminate and exotic. The anti gravity design is perhaps the best example. In this 
kinetic  sculpture/or working drawing, I am exploring transportation and weaponry. 
I am also  keen sailor a passion that I have had since the late 1960’s.

ABOVE   Yellow Cake 1977
oil on board
59.4 x 42cm
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BELOW  The Masters Palette 2016
mixed media on rag paper

42 x 59.4cm

ABOVE  Finding a Rose 2017
mixed media on rag paper
42 x 59.4cm
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Peter Bray

EARLY ARTWORK

‘Thorndon’ was the name of the family farm in Devon England and later in 
Kallangur Queensland, where the clay was dug and the kiln was fired, an Anagama 
or bank kiln. And later my studio operated,  1979 to this present  day.

The kiln was built under tutelage of my lecturer at the QCA, Ian Calder Mackay 
(1943-90) who studied under Colin Levy (1933). The kiln was an early example in 
Australia and was built in August 1979 and fired with the help from QCA students 
and other friends.

The ideas I was following both in visual and philosophical tenants are expressed  in 
the ‘Unknown Craftsman, A Japanese Insight Into Beauty’ by Bernard Leach and 
Soetsu Yanagi, and I have followed this ever since.

The schism in its philosophy best translated for those who practise Western art as the 
precepts of the ‘dream like’ as in the abstraction of the historical ‘Surrealists’ (of the 
early 1920s) and the abstraction in what was later called Zen in Japan {Chan, Thien 
or Sung in other countries) although earlier expressed  by Zhuangzi (c.369-c.286 BC) 
in the poem ‘The Dream of a Butterfly’.

CURRENT PRACTICE

My work finds expression in the ‘multiple’, while individual pieces are important its 
the weight of my oeuvre, where I hope for artistic expression. While a life times work 
expresses  humanity, ergonomists, visual economics of the 3-D and utilitarianism.

The term ‘Arrow Vase’ a HAN dynasty game, the pot mouth with two circle lugs one 
front one back and used to award points when a tossed arrow lands in one. ‘Epoch 
Industrial’ use of forms taken from industrial connecters ‘cylinder’ and ‘spheres’, as 
opposed to the ‘lipped’, ‘convex’ or ‘ovoids’ of ceramic design.

Crackle in glazes is from a difference in the coefficient of expansion between the 
glaze and the clay. A technique brought to an aesthetic  high point during the Yuan 
dynasty c.1271.

The term ‘Blossom jar’ from the Japanese tea ceremony, a pot used displaying a 
blossom on a branch. I have been a full time artist since leaving college, running 
‘Thorndon Pottery’. Married in 1987, to Trisha an art teacher. Working at other 
potteries and using the same philosophy. The latest area is designing a new house 
and studios.
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BELOW 
Thorndon Baluster Jar 1979

Wheel thrown, with fly 
ash and volatile alkalis, 

Landsborough shale deposit 
clay, 

firing ‘Anagama (Bank Kiln)
33 x 26.5cm

ABOVE
Thorndon Blossum Jar 1979
wheel thrown, with fly ash 
and volatile alkalis, Feeney 
320 m stoneware with 
Landsborough shale
deposit additives,
firing ‘Anagama (Bank Kiln),
22.5 x 20cm

BELOW
Thorndon Crackle Blossum Jar

wheel thrown, foliation, 
Feeney white stoneware with 

feldspathic crackle glaze,
25.2 x 24.5cm

ABOVE   
Thorndon Arrow Vase from 
the series ‘Epoch Industrial’,  
wheel thrown, southern 
sung celoden, Feeney white 
stoneware 1300 c, Cone
10-reducton in a gas fibre kiln
30.5 x 24cm
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Anotone Bruinsma

EARLY ARTWORK

The wood sculpture, “Sabien”, carved in silky oak, which recieved First Prize in the 
in the sculpture section of the Westfield Art Prize was inspired by a poem I wrote 
in second year at Art College in 1978. I started carving the silky oak log towards the 
end of that year and finished it over the summer holidays. I had won a woodcarving 
set at the age of ten in the Netherlands and loved working with wood. While 
under the tutelage of Len Shillam at Seven Hills, my techniques and perspectives 
broadened  widely at a rapid rate and I continued to push the material (I still enjoy 
working with timber today). “Sabien” explored the possibility of becoming a father – 
unsure of the thoughts going through my head, while the “child” is held in my heart.

The Second Prize in this Art Prize was given to “Moondance”, a Helidon freestone 
(freshwater sandstone) carving. Len would start teaching students stone carving 
at the beginning of second year. My theme was the union of the masculine and 
feminine principle, Yin and Yang if you like, coming together. And from this we 
have “creation”. It is a theme/philosophy that is carried through in my work today. 
I started this sculpture at the end of third year (1979) and completed it in early 1980. 
The sculpture was bought at the Westfield Art Prize exhibition by Dr. W. Hall, the 
then principal of Mt Gravatt College of Advanced Education, which later became 
Griffith University’s Mt Gravatt campus, for the college. The sculpture is now 
beautifully positioned in a pond at the campus.

ABOVE   Gnosis 2017
black granite on a red granite 

base
34 x 34 x 67cm

ABOVE   Sabien 1979
silky oak wood
25 x 30 x 90cm
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CURRENT PRACTICE

In my current work, the balance between the feminine and masculine principle 
is (still) quite important in the physical symbolic representation of the sculpture 
and also in my emotional and spiritual approach to my work. This requires a 
respectful approach to the sculpture and its theme (Spirit) and sometimes a 
centering meditation. I direct this energy towards themes largely inspired by Nature, 
exoterically and esoterically. For example, as shown in the “Grace” sculpture, flowers 
are a potent symbol for the continuation of life and promise - for the creation of 
beauty and acknowledging Mother Earth. I have also used the flower as a metaphor 
for the “blossoming of the Soul”, individually and as a society.

Predominantly esoteric works explore universal concepts  through various narratives 
and subconscious symbolisms. For me, these pieces are journeys with an unknown 
destination and every step is a discovery and gift. Through the use of archetypal 
and mythological imagery, these  sculptures reflect the primal motivation for our 
existence and a yearning for personal spiritual growth. For example, the sculpture 
“Gnosis”, my current work on exhibit, depicts the human mind, immersed in the 
Mysteries of life. Ancient knowledge, represented here by the book, holds the key to 
the opening of the Third Eye (inner wisdom and understanding).

And the next forty years?

Continue to create and promote stone sculpture through workshops, commissions 
and exhibitions, including at “Art’s Garden – Organic Sculpture Farm” at Cedar 
Creek.

www.stonesculpture.com.au

ABOVE   Blossom for a Soul Mate 2017
Helidonfreestone (sandstone on a
granite base)
55 x 48 x 25cm

ABOVE   Grace 2017
Helidon freestone (sandstone) and

unknown red igneous rock stone
127 x 85 x 60cm
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Vincent Byrne

Studied Graphic Design at the College of Art, Seven Hills, Brisbane, between the 
years of 1977–1979

EARLY PRACTICE

A career for me was always going to start with Art College
A blank page exposed to many like minded people, mediums styles and techniques. 
I felt at home.

The dry flat texture of pastel had an immediate appeal with drawing central to 
everything that followed.

CURRENT PRACTICE

I could never have imagined my career following art college, getting on a plane to fly 
to work here and abroad. My art practice developing and changing and adapting to 
many styles, techniques and mediums that were required for my various jobs.  Some 
of these  evolved graphic design, TV, murals, trumpl’eoi, botanical illustrations, 
movie set finishes, theme parks, water parks and aquariums.

But always coming back to my consent passion — pastels to express and capture 
landscape and still life.
 

ABOVE  Alice 1978
brown conte pastel on Arches paper
40 x 65cm
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ABOVE  Woodgate  2015-16
pastel on Arches paper
55 x 75cm

BELOW  Shanghai Window 2015-16
 oil on canvas

30 x 40cm
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Lindy Collins

Studied Fine Art at the College of Art, Seven Hills, Brisbane, between the years of 
1977–1980

EARLY ARTWORK

Leaving South Africa 
during the height of the 
Apartheid regime, having 
been in Australia for less 
than three months before 
starting at the Queensland 
College of Art, my art 
making was a reflection of 
dislocation. This etching 
is from one of the last 
photographs  I took of 
three small Zulu children 
looking over a fence to
a beach they weren’t allowed to go on. I majored in Etching with Nora Anson and 
found the almost alchemical nature of the process fascinating. My fingers would be 
yellow from dipping the zinc plates in Nitric acid.

I was on my own in a new city, new country and the college provided a home from 
home and friendships that have endured. My works at that time were typically 
introspective as I tried to find a voice as a young adult. After graduating and 
becoming involved in contemporary art practices and artist run spaces such as 
THAT contemporary art space my works have constantly evolved. The early eighties 
were a time of intense political activism and set me on a path that I haven’t deviated 
from.

CURRENT PRACTICE

Functional drawing was the name of my last exhibition, which included drawn 
images on my very functional art pieces. I enjoy making art pieces that you can 
serve good food in, drink out of and drop occasionally. As an environmental activist 
I find the narcissism of art practice hard to reconcile with being green. Pottery is a 
compromise, I dig clay off our property, sieve it, age it, throw it on my wheel, and pit 
fire it. The surface textures of my pots reflect the dry tropics bush that I live and farm 
in. Shards will still remain long 
after I am gone. ABOVE  Durban Afternoon 1980

etching
21 x 29.7cm
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TOP  Poplar gum inspiration 2017
White stoneware
15 x 14cm

BOTTOM  From the earth 2017
Local claybed

15 x 14cm
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Jo D’Hage

Studied Fine Art at the College of Art, Seven Hills, Brisbane, between the years of 
1977–1979

EARLY ARTWORK

Studying Fine Art at the College of Art, Seven Hills, Brisbane, between the years of 
1977–1979 was rudimentary in my artistic career. Painting in oils on canvas was my 
major medium of visual communication. Forty years ago I was
interested in exploring feminine identity through the external and physical 
representation of the female nude. Throughout western culture the depiction 
of the female body as object for the male gaze is ubiquitous and responsible for 
perpetuating stereotypical notions of women and femininity. How to subvert 
these conventional meanings and give credence  to the female body’s capacity to 
re-evaluate what it means to be human was at the forefront of my early artistic 
endeavors.

CURRENT PRACTICE

In abjection we move from an understanding of the external representation of 
the body, which prevailed before the twentieth century, to a preoccupation with 
embodiment, the condition of both being and having a body.
—Rina Arya1

My current art practice investigates the metaphorical interpretation of the abject 
female body.

The two works selected for this exhibition are a part of a greater body of work 
titled, Humanising the Abject: Metaphors for the Female Body (2017). Alterity and 
Fluidic Merge are two paintings that contribute to the feminist critique of female 
representation. By delving more deeply into the materiality of both form and content  
in my work I intend to make visible my interpretation of the multiple histories that 
living has afforded me—the  jouissance of being-human.

www.jodhage.com

1 Rina Arya, Abjection and Representation: An Exploration of Abjection in the Visual Arts, Film 
and Literature (London: Palgrave Macmillan, 2014), 84.
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ABOVE  Alterity 2017  
oil on canvas
160 x 125cm

RIGHT  Fluidic Merge 2017 
oil on linen
160 x 125cm
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Kathryn Fenton

EARLY ARTWORK

I entered Seven Hills College of Art in 1976 as a Visual Communication & Graphic 
Design Student for the 3-year Diploma Course.  I probably took on way too many 
subjects as I was equally keen to fit in as many Fine Art electives that I could into my 
course.

I believe it was the first year the College offered Film & Television as a unit, so along 
with my photography I revelled in these subjects, so much so that I went on to study 
at The Australian Film & Television School in Sydney and work in the industry for 
the next 15 years.

CURRENT PRACTICE

As far as changes to my art practices over 40 years its been a steep learning curve.  
As a student being in Graphic Design, my approach by nature of the course had to 
be meticulous in layout, design, hand laid type etc.  I have spent the next several 
decades trying to undo this control in my work across my painting, printmaking & 
drawing disciplines.

I have been selective in seeking out high profile artists to study under who I admire 
for their loose and dynamic application of paint and mark making which I believe 
has only served to enrich my work to prize winning standards in the intervening 
years.

LEFT   Women Contemplating 1977
lino cut

21 x 29.7cm
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ABOVE  Adoration of the baby cheeses 2017
acrylic on board
65 x 75cm

BELOW  Restitution 2015
acrylic, gouche, ink on paper

87 x 117cm
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Wayne Edwards

EARLY ARTWORK

Prior to studying at QCA,  I was a sign writer. On my art studies journey, I 
developed a growing disdain for visual pollution. In response, and as a self-mocking 
exercise, I produced this painting. My attitude towards visual pollution has not 
changed. However, on reflection, I now consider the work an expression of humour, 
motivated by a desire to demonstrate my skills.

CURRENT PRACTICE

Since leaving QCA,  I have worked and taught in a number of studio areas, from 
sculpture to photography, but my primary practice has been in painting. I have a 
low boredom threshold and, subsequently, have worked in a wide range of styles 
and media over the decades.  While many artists have a distinctive style within a 
few years of leaving art school, it was not until 2003 that I developed a unique art 
form and style. I produced pictures in Australia and Africa by having wild animals 
move freely across canvasses placed in their respective habitats after having walked 
or slithered in non-toxic paints. This art technique has since been employed in many 
zoos.  The ‘animal art’ was financially and critically successful, but the production 
of such art in the wilderness was at times a logistical nightmare and therefore 
unsustainable.  In recent years I have been producing “Colour Glimpses”, which is a 
term I use to describe monochromatic works incorporating small sections of colour. 
The theme of most of these paintings is contemplation and personal reflection.   
Have I changed since 1980? I am still a student of art and life.

LEFT   Upper Mount Gravatt: Forgive Me 
Lord for Polluting the Earth with Ugly 
Neon Signs 1980
gouache
200 x 250cm
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ABOVE  The Apple 2015
acrylic on canvas
75 x 100cm

BELOW   Reflections at Sleepy Bay, Tasmania 2015
acrylic on canvas

100 x 200cm
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Noel Herberg

Studied Fine Art at the College of Art, Seven Hills, Brisbane, between the years of 
1977–1979.

EARLY ARTWORK

My artwork from this period 
was diaristic and experiential, 
concerned with the everyday, 
and, in terms of subject matter, 
with modes of
figurative representation. An 
interest in traditional technique, 
but also in the inherent plasticity 
of the oil painting medium, led 
to a fascination with surface, 
and in particular, with the slick 
patina of the photographic 
reproduction. The resulting 
image, ‘twice removed’ from the 
original, differs not only in its 
tactile characteristics, but also in 
terms of colour, tonal variation 
and scale.

CURRENT PRACTICE

My recent work revisits some earlier ideas, but is no longer primarily concerned with 
the figurative for its own sake. Forty years of compiling notes, photographs, articles 
and drawings has tempered my approach to, and reasons for painting, and the work 
itself is no longer strictly bound to a purely personal narrative.

ABOVE  Untitled 1979 – 1990
oil on board

20 x 29cm
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In my creative practice, I have come to understand, and become more sensitive 
to, the contingencies inherent in the processes  and approaches  I take to painting. 
The time spent is as equally devoted to reading, and reflecting on my conceptual 
interests as it is on physically creating the work, and because it develops out of a 
variety of sources and materials, it is contingent on art-making systems that develop 
out of the processes  of chance and indeterminacy; which in turn establish links 
between the various concepts and forms I am working with. As a result, the work 
itself is involved in a constant process of translation between idea and material, 
representation and abstraction.

ABOVE   Engelsk Soppa 2017
serigraph and mixed media on plexiglass
105 x 210cm
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Claudje Lecompte

Studied Fine Art at the College of Art, Seven Hills, Brisbane, between the years of 
1978–1980

EARLY ARTWORK

I completed the Diploma Fine Art at Seven Hills from 1978-1980. During that 
time, I majored in Ceramics, preferring to make sculptural pieces. In the years 
following graduation I continued to make sculptural pieces in clay and mixed media 
sculptures and exhibited at Clayfield Gallery and at That Contemporary Art Space 
Brisbane CBD. After graduating I continued to work with sculptors such as Dixie 
and Frank Lambert and John Elliott to learn various casting techniques. I converted  
the Dip FA to a Bachelor FA in 1988, again majoring in Ceramics.

My graduating exhibition included all hand built sculptural pieces – mostly 
primitive fired (pit and raku firing). However, I was also very interested in 
Printmaking and took a number of short courses at Griffith Uni and BIA following 
graduation with notable printmakers in etching, lithography and silkscreen. In 1997
I completed a Masters at QUT in Guidance and Counselling and in 2008 I combined 
my fine art and counselling practices and completed a 3 year Masters Mental Health 
– Art Therapy degree at UQ.  I have exhibited with fellow Art Therapy graduates 
in a wide range of media and themes each year over the last 10 years at Percolator 
Gallery, Paddington.

RIGHT  Kneeling Figure 1980
Buff Raku Clay
40 x 40 x 25cm
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CURRENT PRACTICE

Over the last 10 years, I have experimented with a wide range of media and themes 
for annual Art Therapy exhibitions at Percolator Gallery. Consequently, I have a 
diverse collection of materials with which I enjoy playing and combining to create  
whimsical and sometimes challenging sculptural pieces. I continue to learn about 
different media and techniques which contribute to and influence my work, from 
artists such as Carolyn V Watson (Mixed Media), Ross Plant (Horn & Pewter), 
Simone Eisler (Mixed Media), Di Peach (Raku firing), Carol Russell (Wood Spoon 
Carving) and Bec Peart (Re-cycled Art).

The pieces exhibited here are a culmination of the ideas and techniques gleaned over 
the years. They developed from curiosity and exploration of materials, form and 
texture  while attempting to create something which can engage and intrigue the 
viewer, even to repulse them in some cases. The piece “Dangerous Liaison” has been 
shown at Aspire Gallery, won a High Commendation at the Brookfield Show and 
was short-listed in the Brisbane Art Prize this year. The other pieces, “Flight for Life” 
and “Joi de Vivre” were made for an exhibition “It’s Still Life” at Percolator Gallery 
in 2016

ABOVE  Dangerous Liaison 2016
Mixed media, including possum bones
40 x 40 x 40cm

RIGHT  Joi de Vivre 2016
Mixed media
43 x 22 x 18cm
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Jo Logan

EARLY WORK

The course I was studying at QCA was called Visual Communication which was 
Graphic Art – computers and digital cameras did not exist – cameras were SLR 
everything was done by hand and Bromide machines. One of my main areas of 
study was photography and I enjoyed working in the darkroom developing film and 
printing photos. I did a lot of work using studio lighting and loved working with 
strong contrasts of light and dark in photographs.

This photo was done in the studio, possibly using a macro lens, and was part of a 
series of photographs of close-ups of eggs. It was also used as the cover photograph  
for an obscure book cover design by Christopher McVinish who was teaching at 
QCA at the time. I liked this image then and I still like it now.

CURRENT PRACTICE

This work is concerned with the emotional response we can have to objects, and an 
unfolding of associated  memories and feelings connected with particular objects 
in our lives. The Christening gown in my drawing was handmade in 1935, the year 
my mother was born, and evokes feelings of nostalgia, ceremony, and the passing of 
time.

I wanted to create something of personal significance as well as capture the way 
inanimate objects, or in this case an item of clothing, can evoke strong feelings and 
emotions.

LEFT  Three Eggs 1977
Hand-printed black and

white photograph
40 x 30cm
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Can objects, whether discarded or 
treasured, retain a narrative of their 
original meaning and purpose? My 
creative journey since leaving QCA has 
led me to working with and teaching 
children and young adults. As a teacher I 
work with and experiment with a range of 
media and love being in a position where 
I help children understand the world 
they live in by being creative makers of 
art and insightful appreciators of art. I 
have produced teacher resource books 
and children’s exhibition resources  and 
continue to learn about art and teaching.

I still love photography and am still excited by capturing mood through light in my 
photos. I no longer use studio lighting but prefer to capture real life moments with 
no set up. This photo was taken in the hallway of an old Lighthouse keeper’s cottage 
and evokes feelings of fleeting human time and the contrasting permanence  of 
buildings.

LEFT  Christening Gown 2016
Pencil on archival paper

76 x 57cm

BELOW  Katrina 2015
Digital Photograph

25 x 20cm
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Dennis McCart

Studied Fine Art at the College of Art, Seven Hills, 
Brisbane, between the years of 1978–1980

EARLY ARTWORK

My artworks of the period used everyday materials 
such as sheets, bricks, bones and other found objects to 
evoke a feeling banality or art without emotion. I was 
fascinated by the ambiguous imagery found within 
these  common materials and began to incorporate 
these  into my paintings. This objective to use banal 
everyday imagery can be seen in the painting ‘Wall’ 
the bricks against a blue sky here I have reduced the 
objects wall and sky to a minimalist presentation.

CURRENT PRACTICE

Since studying Fine Art (Painting) at Seven Hills Art College I have continued to 
create  and exhibit my artworks both in Melbourne where I lived during the 80’s 
and Brisbane and Sydney from the 90’s. My artwork at the time was very eclectic 
drawing on a number of styles and media very much unfettered to any style or 
medium. I supported my art practice while employed as a visual merchandiser at 
Myer. In 2000 I completed a Graduate Degree in Digital Design at the QCA Seven 
Hills campus.
My art practice further matured due to enrolling and completing a Masters with 
Honours at QCA in 2011. This was a theoretic shift of understanding of what I was 
trying to do and represent through painting. My subject matter since this time has 
been a focused on Edgelands landscapes that sit along the fringes of our cities and 
suburbs, freeway overpasses  and verges, scrublands, railway lines, transmission 
towers, creeks and drains a world away from the landscapes of our ideal holiday 
destinations. 
My paintings employ a palimpsest methodology of erasure and overwriting 
to present a fresh vision of these  constantly evolving landscapes. I translate 
my photographs  into paintings to call attention  to implicit political and social 
narratives transcribed in the built/urban environment.  The intent is to sensitise 
the viewer allowing them to look at these spaces in new ways transforming these 
ignored landscapes to those of a paradoxical beauty. The paintings embedded  
authority provide a heightened sense of curiosity towards these landscapes 
challenging biased perceptions and relocating them as places of possibility, beauty, 
mystery and the contemporary  sublime.

www.dennismccart.com

ABOVE  Wall 1978
oil on canvas paper

50 x 38cm
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BELOW  Into the light 2017
Oil on canvas

50 x 60cm

LEFT  The Weight of Stillness 2016
oil on canvas on board

130 x 80cm
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Scott McDougall

EARLY ARTWORK

This is a photo from 1977. It was a great 
year. I was 24 years old, I had a great 
job as Art subject master at a good 
Brisbane school, had completed my 
Fine Art Diploma from the Seven Hills 
Art College, welcomed a beautiful baby 
girl into the world and had organised 
my first solo exhibition at a commercial gallery. 
The painting depicted in the photo is an airbrush 
work entitled “Clint” exhibited in my first show 
which was also the opening exhibition of Cintra House Galleries at Bowen Hills. The 
beginning of a wonderful, fulfilling career as an artist that has spanned 40 years.

My initial painting interest was in realism, particularly hyper realism. I was blown 
away with an article I found, during my teaching certificate course at Kelvin Grove 
College, about photo realists’ painters. The only Australian painter I knew as a 
realist was Jeffrey Smart but I had never seen any of his original work. The American 
school was much more polished, much more photo based, vivid, contemporary
and for me quite seductive.

My initial painting influence was somewhere  between Pop Art and photo realism. 
I was introduced to an airbrush by another student in my final year at Kelvin Grove 
Teachers College. This suited me perfectly at the time and the discipline required 
certainly demanded an attention to detail, a high standard of finish and an organised 
work practice that has lasted throughout my career well after I moved on from 
airbrush to hand brushes. I think I would have been one of the first Australian artists 
to use an airbrush as a painting tool, certainly in Queensland.

CURRENT PRACTICE

I left teaching when I turned 30 and moved from Brisbane to Sydney to paint full 
time. It was difficult financially but a very exciting time. Around 1985 I won an art 
prize that took me to Europe for two months. It was my first overseas trip and it 
was a life changer for me.  I spent my time visiting all the major art galleries and 
architectural marvels. I returned home inspired by the richness of European history 
and culture. I was so enamoured by my experience I found I was drawn to paint 
those urban images I had been exposed to...to try to capture the visual excitement of 
the cities, the vibe, the textures and colours that were a world removed from what I 
grew up with in Brisbane and later Sydney. I have spent the last 30 years travelling 

ABOVE  Clint 1977
airbrush work on canvas
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the world gathering subject 
matter to compose a narrative 
around and then paint in my 
studios back home.

I am still genuinely excited 
with every painting I do. I learn 
something new with each work 
and I still love the challenge. 
Over the last few years I have 
relocated to Northern NSW and 
I find myself moving into more 
figurative painting and I’m 
just starting to experiment in 
oils. I’m always happy to move 
forward!
www.scottmcdougall.com.au

RIGHT  Ave, Italia, Havana 2011
Acrylic on canvas
111 x 92cm

BELOW  Esperanzas y suenos (Hopes and Dreams), Havana, Cuba 2013
Acrylic on canvas
92 x 137cm
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Brian Merriman

Studied Fine Art at the College of Art, Seven Hills, Brisbane, between the years of 
1977–1979

EARLY ARTWORK

During the mid 70’s I was a young 
man with a raw talent and a desire 
to draw and paint. Studying Fine 
Art at the College of Art, Seven Hills, 
Brisbane, were a vital phase in my 
artistic career and has left me with 
valuable skills throughout my artistic 
life. Painting and drawing, mixed 
media were my major mediums of 
visual communication during this 
time, which specialized into pastel, 
and acrylic media.

By the mid 80’s I had started to hold 
solo exhibitions of landscape and 
sports illustration. During this period, 
I exhibited my paintings in numinous 
exhibitions such as the Tattersall’s 
local artist section.

CURRENT PRACTICE

I have chosen to work full time to support my family and have continued to paint in 
my spare time. This has meant I developed a spontaneous approach to my painting 
technique, a skill that allowed me to complete a painting over weekend or a day.

Last year in 2016, I had another successful solo exhibition at Leonard Street Studio, 
Wooloongabba. I have acquired a mature insight over 40 years of drawing and 
painting and I look forward to having time to be a full-time artist to develop my 
technique, themes  and push concepts.

ABOVE  Telephone box 1978
mixed media installation
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BELOW Untitled 2016
Pastel on Arches 

paper
70 x 60cm

ABOVE 
Brisbane River 2016

oil on canvas
96.5 x 96.5cm
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Alan Owen

Studied Fine Art at the College of Art, Seven Hills, Brisbane, between the years of 
1978-1980

EARLY ARTWORK

Alan majored in printmaking while at Seven Hills Art College. 

Alan became an active participant of the Queensland Artist Run Initiatives groups 
during the 1980s. He was a participant in The Demolition Show held at The 
Observatory Gallery during 10- 30 March in 1986.

CURRENT PRACTICE

Alan Owen is a Master Printmaker and artist with a diverse practice over many 
mediums, who taught Printmaking at the Queensland College of Art, Griffith 
University for many decades. As an artist he is included in Australian Printmakers 
in the 1990’s by Sasha Grishin and is represented in many prestigious collections.  As 
a lecturer, he has contributed to the formal education of most printmakers currently 
working in Queensland and elsewhere. His artwork and skill as a teacher is most 
admired and appreciated  by his former students who have been privileged to 
receive a share of Alan’s knowledge and caring attitude.

RIGHT  Euclidean  
Child 1980 
Etching/aquatint 
20 x 24 cms
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BELOW  Ex-Site 2012-14
Digital photographs of Ex QCA 
site placed into a slideshow

RIGHT  The Hammer Speaks 1997
Bas-relief plaster-cast, metal & 
fabric
37 x 31 x 20cm
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John Waller

Studied Fine Art at the College of Art, Seven Hills, Brisbane, between the years of 
1978-1980

EARLY ARTWORK

The photo below is an installation view of my first exhibition — held, about a year 
after leaving art college, at the Brisbane Community Art Centre (now Metro Arts) in 
Edward Street, Brisbane, were I also had a studio. The works in the exhibition dated 
from 1980 and 1981. Initially I was concerned with a non-painting approach to the 
paintings — a sort of anti-art, dada attitude. However, somewhere along the line the 
colour field aspect of the work took over, and that ended up dominating. Though if 
you look closely you can still see some remnants of that “non-painting” approach. 
The coloured rectangles on the canvases were made using a stencil created to imitate 
the shape of a 3 inch brush making a 4 inch stroke. I’d tape the stencil to the canvas 
and apply the paint with a small paint roller. The painting process had become for 
me a form of printmaking. It was early days in the development of my practice, and I 
haven’t really worked in a similar manner since. However, a couple of my animated 
works, Blue (cave) (1996) and Propeller (2009), show, I think, a certain sympathy 
with the work in that first exhibition. 

CURRENT PRACTICE

Portrait of Kaye Strange was my contribution to the Peer Review exhibition at the 
Northern Centre for Contemporary Art, Darwin, 2016. The focus of the exhibition 
was on artists portraying each other. Artists could choose their portrait subjects by 
way of a ballot or free choice.  I chose the ballot method and Kaye was selected as 
my subject. 

RIGHT  Installation view at 
Brisbane Community Art 
Centre Gallery 1980 -81
Digital photo (acrylic on 
canvas)
Paintings in the 
photograph are
approx. 210 x 150cm each
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For the portrait, I took an approach similar to one I had been taking with other recent 
work —taking long video recordings of subjects that don’t necessarily move very 
much (e.g. the moths that land on my living room wall, a lamp post viewed from 
my balcony, a bowl of coffee on a friend’s verandah table). Kaye sat for six twenty-
minute shoots, on six separate days, attempting to stay as still as possible. Three of 
these sessions are used in the current portrait. (We have since extended the project 
and now have enough material for a nine screen portrait.)

www.jwaller.com.au

ABOVE  Portrait of Kaye Strange 2016
Video installation, 3 channel HD/4K video

22 minutes
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Jan Williams

EARLY ARTWORK

My time at QCA was spent mostly exploring 
multiple directions and multiple materials, 
though figurative work featured frequently.  
At the end of the course I became more 
interested in kinetic sculpture which I further
explored over the next few years.

After completing my Diploma of Fine Art 
at QCA in 1980, I did a Bachelor of Fine Art 
course at Mt Nelson College of Art (Hobart 
university) 1981 - 82. I concentrated on 
mechanical kinetic sculpture there. In 1983 
I spent two and a half months in Stockholm 
working with Swedish kinetic sculptor Per-
Olof Ultvedt, then a couple of years later, I 
returned to figurative sculpture.

During 1984 I began work at the Queensland Museum, 
at first in Conservation, then for 29 years in the Exhibition construction workshops. 
This involved quite a lot of sculpting, ranging from modelling fish lice (enlarged), 
endangered  frog species, and many dioramas to the Humpback Whales in the foyer 
and the Pandora figurehead in the Townsville Museum. There were many scientific 
models, much moulding and casting, maintenance of exhibits and general shop 
fitting. In later years, diorama based displays were largely replaced by imported 
travelling exhibitions and object and information only displays.

CURRENT PRACTICE

In 1993 I married fellow artist Jane Harthoorn, and over the next 20 years, on 
weekends we slowly built our own house/studio in the bush not far from Somerset  
dam. In 2000 most of the block became a nature refuge.

In these years, I continued my personal sculpture work in a small way, mostly using 
the Exhibition workshop type of materials like plasticine and polyester fiberglass. I 
re-joined the Sculptors society in 2010 after a 20 year break and in 2014 retired from 
the Museum and we moved into our now 98% completed house and studios.

I now have much more time for my own work and are working towards a large 
exhibition of my sculpture at the Somerset Regional Art Gallery in February.

ABOVE   Self portrait  1979
plaster and plywood

170 x 35 x 35cm
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ABOVE   Lady wearing a hat 2017
Cold cast iron, polyester fiberglass 
and wood
35 x 35 x 65cm

RIGHT   Black Weather 2005
Polyester fibreglass
50 x 50 x 20cm
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